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29M

THE ITALIAN WAY OF YACHTING
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Dreams come true
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It will be forever.

You and the sea.
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Dominating the sea
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seduction
Class and
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Comfort and pleasure

on the sea
Let yourself be kissed by the sun and rocked by the waves.
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Pure relaxation



Enjoy

your life on board
The spacious flybridge 

with its customisable layout 
lets you enjoy the sea in total freedom. 
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Luxury emotions

The large, panoramic cockpit is the ideal place 
for an intimate breakfast 

or a relaxed lunch with friends.
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A plunge from

your private beach
Enjoy the sun and take a dive 
from your own private beach, 

just a step away from the owner’s cabin.
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The charm

of beauty
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A touch of magic
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Treat yourself

to true luxury

Vast, airy spaces that form luxuriously 
comfortable interiors. 

An infinite choice of prestigious, 
customisable materials, 

woods and finishings.
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Lounge bar Galley
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Latest generation technology guaranteeing 
ultimate driving and cruising comfort.

Wheelhouse

High technology



The details make

the difference

Expert craftsmanship 
and meticulous attention to detail 

make every element a masterpiece 
of custom-made perfection. 

Main lobby
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Owner’s cabin

A unique suite 
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Breathtaking space. 
A huge, panoramic window offering thrilling sea views. 
And unique, customisable materials, fittings and furnishings. 
Advanced technology and stylish design to fulfil your every dream.
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Owner’s bathroom
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Vip cabin

Italian style
Elegant, refined finishings offering bright, 

high-class interiors in distinctive Italian style.



Guest bathroom

Guest cabin
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Desire becomes
yacht

Length overall 29,10 m 95 ft 47 in
Maximum beam 6,76 m 22 ft 18 in
Displacement 110 t 242508  lb
Fuel tank capacity 16000 l 4227 US gals
Fresh water tank capacity 3000 l 793 US  gals
Engines 2XMTU from 2185 HP 

to 2430 HP commonrail
2XMTU from 2185 HP  
to 2430 HP commonrail

Generator 2X35  KW 2X35   KW

Flybridge

Main Deck

Lower Deck

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION

 Cabins + Bathrooms   4+5
 Crew cabins + Bathroom   3+2

Technical Specifications DOMINATOR 29M

© 2010 by TEAM 4 DESIGN - All rights reserved.

There may be items shown in these photographs and artist impressions that are not included in the standard inventory of the models shown. Any eventual print mistake cannot be considered as object of claim.

The information in this brochure has been gathered and processed with scrupulous attention by Dominator International GmbH, nevertheless this information may contain printing errors or not be completely 
updated with regard to technical matters. The company reserves the right to change or update any information and to make improvements or changes to its products, without prior notice. This means that the 
information in this brochure does not in any way represent a guarantee, and it follows that Dominator International GmbH accepts no responsibility whatsoever for damage caused by access to this brochure. 
Anyone wishing to purchase a Dominator International GmbH product must check personally that the said product corresponds to descriptions and genuinely meets the needs and requirements of the purchaser.

©                                           2011

Exterior and interior design:

Engineering: Dominator Engineering Division
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The Shipyard where luxury takes shape

Dominator is not just shape, beauty and luxury but also, and indeed 

most importantly, substance. We are skilled in responding to the 

needs of our clients, who consider yachting one of life’s pleasures, 

rather than a fashion trend. 

Founded in 1999, the shipyard is based in Fano (Italy) and offers a 

range of top quality motoryachts. Our exclusive models stand out 

for their high production quality, reliability and sailing comfort. 

Each model is designed and produced through the close working 

relationship between Team 4 design, managed by architect Enrico 

Gobbi, which deals with the styling and design of the yacht; and the 

shipyard’s technical office, which covers all the engineering features 

of the yacht development and building process. 

The Dominator philosophy is to design and build custom-made 

yachts. Owners can make their yachts unique, in keeping with their 

way of understanding and experiencing the sea. This is possible by 

means of special technical and furnishing solutions, and the use of 

valuable materials and top quality finishes, enabling the shipyard to 

satisfy an extensive range of different expectations and demands. 

Typically Italian styling and design are combined with Dominator’s 

custom-made spirit and the soundness and reliability of the yachts: 

an incomparable match.

Today, the Dominator fleet comprises yachts 620 - 680 - 720 - 

780 and 860, and ships 29M - 36M – 40M.
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Join the Dominator world

Our thanks to: Arredare La Tavola, Claudio Pacifici, Dolcefarniente, Intimamoda (Verde Veronica, Verdissima, Margherita Mazzei), 
Mastro Raphael, Miele Marine, Palladium Moda (120% lino, 120% casa), Penelopoggi and to all the Dominator customers 
who cooperated with the photographic service.

Concept and design: Absolutgroup.it
Photographic service: Alberto Cocchi, Antonio Bignami
Styling: Mara Veronese
Printed in Italy in April 2011 - All rights reserved by Dominator International GmbH


